
LAWNCARE MACHINERY



The CAMON LS42 & LS52 Lawn Scarifiers will efficiently rid 
your lawn of thatch and moss. They are simple to use and offer 
the ability to switch between a range of cartridges comprising a 
Lawn Scarifier, Lawn Rake, Lawn Slitter, and Lawn Renovator each 
producing outstanding results in different applications.

This market-leading Scarifier has been redesigned for 2020 with 
a host of new features including enhanced optional anti-vibration 
mounts to reduce the vibration to as low as 3.5m/s2, quick release 
folding handlebars, wheel scrapers, narrower wheels, an angled 
rear flap, and very fast height adjustment.

The precise lockable adjustable height system ensures that the 
LS42 and LS52 will perform effectively in many different conditions.

A powerful and reliable Honda engine rotates the blades at high 
speed to pull out the maximum amounts of thatch from your lawn.

An optional collection bag is available if required.

FOLDING HANDLEBARS Quick release folding handlebars.

RUBBER MOUNTS Engine fitted to rubber mounts to reduce vibration.

TWO-STAGE OPERATOR LEVER A two-step system for safe operation.

ANGLED REAR FLAP For more efficient thatch and moss discharge.

CHOICE OF CARTRIDGES Free-swinging, fixed blade, renovation, or 
spring rake.

ANTI-VIBRATION HANDLEBARS Optional rubber mounted handlebars 
for further reduced vibration.

HONDA PETROL ENGINE Unbeatable performance and reliability.

WHEEL SCRAPERS Prevents build-up of grass and mud on the wheels.

FINE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT Lockable, precise height adjustment 
system.

DOUBLE BALL BEARING WHEELS Narrower wheels enable the scarifier 
to get close to fences, walls etc.

Lawn Scarifiers LS42 & LS52
LS

42

Engine Working Width Working Height Collection Weight Dimensions

Honda GX160 
Petrol 42cm (17”) Adjustable Optional 55L 

Bag 68kg 120 x 59 x 98cm

LS
52

Engine Working Width Working Height Collection Weight Dimensions

Honda GX200 
Petrol 52cm (20”) Adjustable Optional 65L 

Bag 72kg 120 x 69 x 98cm

FREE SWINGING FIXED BLADE RENOVATION SPRING RAKE
Lawn Scarifier Cartridge Lawn Slitter Cartridge Lawn Renovation Cartridge Lawn Rake Cartridge

LS42: 30 Blades // LS52: 39 Blades LS42F: 15 Blades // LS52F: 20 Blades LS42V: 15 Blades // LS52V: 20 Blades LS42R: 30 Springs // LS52R: 39 Springs

NEW & UPDATED!

List Prices (Complete with Cartridge)

Free Swinging Fixed Blade Renovation Spring Rake

£1,095.00+VAT £1,075.00+VAT £1,095.00+VAT £1,065.00+VAT

Optional anti-vibration mounts £50.00+VAT

Optional 55L collection bag: £70.00+VAT

List Prices (Complete with Cartridge)

Free Swinging Fixed Blade Renovation Spring Rake

£1,245.00+VAT £1,225.00+VAT £1,245.00+VAT £1,215.00+VAT

Optional anti-vibration mounts: £50.00+VAT

Optional 65L collection bag: £70.00+VAT



Lawn ScarifierLS14
The CAMON LS14 Lawn Scarifier is both lightweight and durable, 
ideal for small to medium size lawns, and for both domestic and 
professional users. 

The LS14 is one of the first scarifiers to be fitted with the Honda 
GP160 engine and we feel this is a great fit for this machine. Honda 
can be relied upon to produce extremely high quality engines and 
the new GP range is set at a price that is perfect for domestic use.

With regards to the LS14 itself, we have taken everything we have 
learned from selling the LS42 Scarifier over the past 16 years and 
refined it to ensure that the LS14 Scarifier meets our goal of being a 
lightweight and narrow, user friendly machine that still pulls out all 
the thatch from your lawn that you would expect.

If you have a large lawn or are a landscaper that would like to offer 
scarifying as service then this machine is certainly worth looking at.

An optional 35L collection bag is available if required.

FOLDING HANDLEBARS For easy transportatoion and storage.

TWO-STAGE OPERATOR LEVER A two-step system for safe operation.

ANGLED REAR FLAP For more efficient thatch and moss discharge.

CHOICE OF CARTRIDGES Free-swinging, fixed blade, renovation, or 
spring rake.

HONDA PETROL ENGINE Unbeatable performance and reliability.

FINE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT Lockable, precise height adjustment 
system.

PUNCTURE-PROOF WHEELS Narrow wheels enable the scarifier to get 
close to fences, walls etc.

LS
14

Engine Working Width Working Height Collection Weight Dimensions

Honda GP160 
Petrol 42cm (17”) Adjustable Optional 35L 

Bag 40kg 95 x 60 x 102cm

List Prices (Complete with Cartridge)

Free Swinging Fixed Blade Spring Rake

£865.00+VAT £845.00+VAT £835.00+VAT

Optional 35L collection bag: £70.00+VAT

FREE SWINGING FIXED BLADE SPRING RAKE
Lawn Scarifier Cartridge Lawn Slitter Cartridge Lawn Rake Cartridge

LS14: 30 Blades LS14F: 15 Blades LS14R: 30 Springs



LA25
The CAMON LA25 Lawn Aerator is a machine that has been 
designed and built by us at our UK based factory. We build all of our 
machines to an exacting standard ensuring that not only do they 
perform extremely well, but that they are built to work and survive 
the rigours of a professional working environment.

The “off-set” crank operating system allows the power of the engine 
to punch the tines into the ground resulting in perfect aeration.

An important feature of the CAMON LA25 Lawn Aerator is that it 
is supplied with both hollow corer tines and standard solid spikes, 
something not all aerators are supplied with.

The LA25 is also fitted with solid PU tyres to eliminate punctures 
and to reduce tread marks on the lawn, and at only 64cm (25”) wide 
it will easily fit through standard garden gates.

The tines, located at the rear of the machine, are easy to access 
and can be changed in less than 5 minutes. The tines are positioned 
12cm (5”) apart and they punch at approximately 7½-10cm (3-4”) 
intervals, depending on the speed the machine is travelling.

SIMPLE TINE ENGAGEMENT Simple lever engages the tine board.

TWO-STEP START LEVER A two-step system for safe operation.

CORERS AND SPIKES Supplied with hollow and solid tines.

FOLDING HANDLEBARS For easy transportation and storage.

DESIGNED FOR EASY ACCESS Only 64cm wide to fit through garden 
gates etc.

ADJUSTABLE TINE BOARD Adjustable tine board to alter distance 
between tines.

SELF-PROPELLED The action of the tines walks the machine foward.

HONDA PETROL ENGINE Offering unbeatable performance and reliability.

BUMPER BARS Front bumper bar to provide engine protection.

PUNCTURE-PROOF WHEELS Solid PU wheels help to prevent punctures.

LA
25

Engine Working Width Aerating Depth Tines Included Weight Dimensions List Price

Honda GX160 
Petrol 40cm (16”) 7½cm (3”)

10mm Solid
and 

Hollow Corer
103kg 100 x 64 x 68cm £1,985.00+VAT

CORER SOLID SOLID CHISEL CHISEL CHISEL FRACTURE
Hollow Corer Tine Standard Solid Spike Wide Solid Spike Narrow Chisel Tine Medium Chisel Tine Wide Chisel Tine Standard Fracture Tine

21mm Outer Diameter 
15mm Inner Diameter 10mm Diameter 15mm Diameter

20mm Wide 
4mm Thick

30mm Wide 
4mm Thick

40mm Wide 
4mm Thick

40mm Wide 
10mm Thick

Lawn Aerator



List Prices (Wheel Options)

Puncture Proof Agricultural

£1,695.00+VAT £1,775.00+VAT

ANTI-VIBRATION REVERSIBLE BLADE SELF-PROPELLED

TC
07 Engine Working Width Cutting Depth Drive Weight Dimensions

Honda GX160 
Petrol 30cm (12”)

1cm to 3½cm 
(½” to 1½”)

Self-Propelled 93kg 170 x 67 x 97cm

EFFECTIVE ANTI-VIBRATION Keeps vibration to a minimum.

POSITIVE GEAR DRIVE Driven rear wheels even in difficult conditions.

FOLDING HANDLEBARS For easy transportation and storage.

DEPTH ADJUSTMENT Straightforward and precise depth adjustment.

TWO-STEP START LEVER A two-step system for safe operation.

REVERSIBLE CUTTING BLADE Reversible, hardened steel cutting blade.

HONDA PETROL ENGINE Offering unbeatable performance and reliability.

BUMPER BARS Front and rear bumper bars provide protection.

CHOICE OF WHEELS Puncture-proof or agricultural tyres.

Turf CutterTC07
Designed and manufactured by Tracmaster, the CAMON TC07 Turf 
Cutter is a highly effective self-propelled machine that will cut a 
30cm (12”) wide strip of turf cleanly, quickly and effortlessly. This 
outstanding machine is the ideal aid for gardeners and contractors 
who are looking to landscape an already turfed area, and is the 
perfect tool for removing turf prior to laying artificial grass.

The CAMON TC07 Turf Cutter features a gearbox drive system 
which, through a chain, provides an extremely positive drive to the 
rear wheels. This ensures that even in difficult ground conditions 
the CAMON TC07 Turf Cutter will keep driving forward. The required 
cutting depth is easily achieved with the height adjustment on the 
front of the CAMON TC07 Turf Cutter and can be adjusted from 
10mm to 35mm.

The hardened steel cutting blade can be reversed providing double 
the life. The CAMON TC07 Turf Cutter has a reliable centrifugal clutch 
which, through a permanently tensioned belt, provides drive to the 
blade. The permanent tensioning of the belt ensures that the belt life 
is considerably prolonged whilst the centrifugal clutch ensures that 
the Turf Cutter will not operate when the engine is idling. Vibration 
is kept to a minimum thanks to a unique anti-vibration mount on 
the handlebars.
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